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SUBMISSION ON CONSULTATION DOCUMENT LONG TERM PLAN 2015/2025

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission. This letter and attachment constitutes OSPRI's
submission on funding of the TB Plan, a long-running and successful collaboration between multiple funding
parties, including regional councils on behalf of landowners.
We are requesting the council reconsider its draft decision to exclude TB funding from its plan for the 2015/16
year. We believe there are very good grounds for the council, on behalf of landowners in the area, to fund
the TB programme for another year - after which a new funding methodology will take effect. We are
seeking funding of $925,000 toward an overall programme in the region (subject to confirmation) of $7.1
million.

Our submission, at its heart, is very simple:
• the case for landowner funding of the TB Plan has never been stronger, based on the extensive funding
review work conducted by a stakeholder group (including regional council representation);
• the only way the well-justified landowner funding share can be currently collected is through the council;
• funding of the TB Plan guarantees a very significant co-investment in the region by other funders;
• it is recognised that councils are unlikely to be the collection agency in future - consistent with the
funding review recommendations, but a new approach cannot unfortunately apply until 1 July 2016
alongside implementation of a new TB Plan.
We are aware that some councils are concerned about whether or not other councils are funding, and
whether or not OSPRI's approach to managing the programme in 2015/16 will be fair to all funders. We will
be fair, and explain the approach in our submission.
The TBfree programme has enjoyed, and continues to enjoy, long-running support from councils. We
appreciate that support and hope you can look positively on further funding support for 2015/16. We would

like to be heard at your oral hearing, in support of our submission and look forward to discussinn ni ir rprilipqt
with you. Please contact Danny Templeman in the first instance regarding our submission

Stu Hutchings
Acting Chief Executive

OSPRI New Zealand I Operational Solutions for Primary Industries
Level 9, CallActive House, 15 Willeston Street, PO Box 3412, Wellington 6140, New Zealand
T +64 4 472 2858 W ospri.co.nz
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Introduction

1. OSPRI welcomes the opportunity to make a submission. We are requesting the council reconsider its
draft decision to exclude TB funding from its plan. We believe there are very good grounds for the
council, on behalf of landowners in the area, to fund the TB programme for 2015/16 - after which a new
funding methodology will take effect.

Status of TB funding across Councils
2. The TB Plan has been a long-running collaboration with multiple funding parties, including regional
councils on behalf of landowners. Together we have made significant progress to control bovine TB,
with wide-ranging benefits to landowners. We have also generated significant biodiversity benefits from
extensive pest control work, with high value to the wider community.
3. Some councils are proposing in their draft plans that they continue funding the TB programme for
2015/16, consistent with a longstanding agreement that regional councils meet (on average) 10% of the
programmes pest control costs to help control bovine TB. Other councils, including Environment
Canterbury are proposing that such funding be discontinued.
4. We recognise that the recent funding review recommended councils not play a role in funding matters in
the future. However, a new approach has not come into play yet and there are very sound reasons for
Environment Canterbury to fund for 2015/16.
5. We are aware some councils are concerned about whether other councils are funding, and whether our
approach to managing the programme in 2015/16 will be fair to all funders. We address this matter
below.

Specific funding request for 2015/16
6. OSPRI is requesting funding, on behalf of landowners, of $925,000 for 2015/16 to run an optimal
programme in the region. The total programme we are forecasting in the region (subject to confirmation)
is $7.1 million.

Rationale for funding on behalf of landowners
7. The key points that strongly support the case for council funding in 2015/16 are:
the case for landowner funding of the TB Plan is stronger than ever

-

this is what the recent funding

review conducted by all funders (including regional council representation) found and emphasised;
• our understanding of the benefits landowners receive is now deeper - the fund\ng review work found

that landowners receive sixl types of benefit from the programme (separate from the specific
industry benefits enjoyed by cattle and deer farmers). This deeper understanding and robust
justification further bolsters the case for funding;

The six types of landowner benefits (of differing levels) are reduced possum control expenditure; erosion control; avoided possum damage; increased real option values
of land; reduction in disputes; and reduced risks of liability to manage or eradicate possums.
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• landowners are currently paying (via council contributions) about the right amount - the fund\ng
review found that, across the six types of benefits, the current landowner funding share (developed
as part of a negotiated funding agreement about 12 years ago) is about right; and
• landowners are happy to pay for it- our last survey about attitudes toward the TBfree programme
found that there remains very strong support for the programme, for both TB control and
conservation benefits. We also know, through our regional TBfree farmer committees, that there is
significant concern about potential funding cuts to the programme from councils not funding in
2015/16.

8. Taken together, the case for council funding on behalf of landowners is very strong. If useful to you, we
would be pleased to share further detail about the funding review quantification of landowner benefits. In
terms of the importance of all council spending being well justified, we are confident that the analytical
work undertaken by the stakeholder group, including regional council representation, is of a high
standard. There is also good evidence that landowners want to pay for the programme.

Without councils, the well justified landowner funding share cannot be collected
9. The problem we face as OSPRI - which we're confident councils will understand - is that we currently
have no other mechanism available to collect funding from landowners, other than through councils.
That is also how the long running current funding arrangements have been set up and, until changed,
need to run for 2015/16.

10. We've heard the argument that "the funding review found that councils should be out". That is likely to
be true for the future (while landowner funding itself remains appropriate); however, the
recommendations have not yet been implemented. This leaves us with a transition period for 2015/16
between existing and new arrangements. To ensure a common understanding of the funding review
recommendations, we have attached what the report said about landowner funding.
11. We've also heard the argument that OSPRI should have arranged to levy landowners direct. Between the
funding review and now, this would not have been possible. It also wouldn't have been sensible given
the funding review didn't recommend a levy as the long-term approach.
12. The other option is for other funders (industry and crown) to increase their funding to cover the
landowner share. That may occur in the future, consistent with the funding review recommendations.
However, new funding shares and overall levels will not be settled until the statutory review of the
overall plan design, currently underway, is completed. A robust, independent process is being used,
chaired by Chris Kelly, with a new plan expected to be operational from 1 July 2016.
13. So, we are moving to where many councils want to be, no longer acting as the collection agency for
landowner funding but we are not there yet. We need council involvement in 2015/16 to collect the
landowner funding share.

Impacts in the field of not funding
14. As all councils know, a one-off reduction in any long-running biosecurity or biodiversity programme will
not materialise in big long term impacts. But councils also deeply understand that these sorts of
programmes require a consistent and sustained effort to keep a lid on things and make headway. That's
the mindset we're asking you to bring to our request, and it's the mindset required by all funding parties
to hold a long-term programme together.
15. We would be pleased to meet with council officials to discuss in more detail what regional activities
would be foregone if funding is lower than the requested amount. We don't want to be alarmist about
potential impacts from a one-off reduction in programme size, but we also need to be transparent about
some increased risk for the region. In general terms, any programme cut will require catch-up work later
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and give rise to increased risk of infected herds in the area or delayed eradication of bovine TB from
specific areas.

Ensuring a fair and principled approach to funding decisions across councils
16. Councils will understand that we have to be principled and fair about how we treat councils that do and
don't fund, including to avoid the risk of free-riding.
• If the council funds, we will guarantee a significant pest control programme within the region. It will
be funded well in excess of the council's own contribution through a significant multiplier on council
funding using industry and crown funds.
• If the council doesn't fund, we can't guarantee the size of the programme in the region. This will
depend on what happens with our funding overall and the prioritisation choices we need to make
about how best to spread funding we have. Without an obligation for other funders to co-invest
regionally (without the council's contribution), OSPRI would have flexibility to use that industry and
crown funding in the best way possible for the national programme (guided by the plan's overall
goals).
• If the council fund partially, we unfortunately have no choice but to reduce the programme size in the
region by:
o whatever reduction the council makes off the amount we've requested; and
o possibly twice that amount if the crown, as permitted under the current funding agreement,
reduces its funding dollar-for-dollar.
17. It's important we further explain the 'multiplier' noted above. On average, other funders have historically
invested about $9 in a region for every $1 from councils on behalf of their landowners. Given some
councils may not fund, we cannot guarantee for 2015/16 what that multiplier will be. Recognising your
support, we would however do all we can to maximise the multiplier and certainly see it remaining as
very significant. The multiplier also, in our view, remains a very strong incentive for councils to fund to
capture the benefits of a significant co-investment by others.

Closing comment
18. We are seeking council funding, on behalf of landowners, of $925,000 for 2015/16, toward an overall
programme in the region (subject to confirmation) of $7.1 million. The case for landowner funding is
stronger than ever. For 2015/16, we need your help to collect it, given a new funding approach is not
yet implemented.
19. We appreciate the careful consideration you will give our request. The TBfree programme has enjoyed,
and continues to enjoy long-running support from councils. We appreciate that support.
20. We would like to be heard, at your oral hearing, in support of our submission and look forward to
discussing our request with you. If you would like any further information ahead of that time, please
contact Danny Templeman in the first instance (0274 300 425; danny.templeman@ospri.co.nz) regarding
our submission.
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ATTACHMENT A

WHAT THE FUNDING REVIEW SAID ABOUT LANDOWNER FUNDING

Note: this is a direct quoted extract from the Executive Summary of the funding review report by the
Stakeholder Steering Group (July 2014)

There are six landowner benefits, but careful collection judgments are required
Benefits accrue to landowners through six categories of benefit (about 6.5% of overall benefits): reduced
possum control expenditure; erosion control; avoided possum damage; increased real option values;
reduction in disputes; and reduced risks of liability to manage or eradicate possums.
These benefits a re, relative to other benefits of the programme, indirect and while technically robust they are
difficult to explain (particularly in areas where vector control work is not occurring even though benefits are
still being received). This context has been important in arriving at our recommended view, while recognising
that the final decision on this matter will require both analytical and political judgment and a healthy dose of
pragmatism.

Current landowner funding problems need to be addressed
Current landowner funding, negotiated with regional councils, lacks funding security given council priorities
can understandably change. Some councils also believe they shouldn't be involved at all given the plan is a
national initiative. Funding is also 'tied' to regional council boundaries, which doesn't always accord with
where it is most valuably spent. Without attributing blame, there have also been some relationship problems
between the parties. In the context of a long-term, national plan, these fundamental problems need to be
overcome.

Some landowner benefits apply broadly across New Zealand
It is important to emphasise that some landowner benefits pertain to what the whole programme achieves,
relative to what would have occurred in the 'counterfactual'. The plan seeks to prevent adverse impacts from
bovine TB at a national level, which is why some landowner benefits are broadly spread across New Zealand.
Crown and industry absorption of the landowner share favoured
Having considered a range of collection options (with their associated challenges and complexities), we agree
that the landowner funding share (previously collected by regional councils) should be absorbed by industry
funders - for land managed as beef, dairy and deer farms - and by the crown for the balance of land. Under
this approach, the existing Otago land levy would be abandoned.
For the share recommended for crown absorption, while recognising the principle that those who benefit
should pay, the overall costs of charging other rural landowners - most likely through a Biosecurity Act levy
are likely to be greater than the benefits of that approach. This reflects that the benefits are diffuse
(including the most significant benefit applying across New Zealand) and, for any individual landowner, very
small. As noted above, the benefits may also be difficult to explain to rural land users, other than pastoral
farmers, particularly in regions with minimal plan activity.
Under this approach, we note that the crown as, in essence, a funder of last resort would reserve the right
over time to seek funding from relevant landowners. We also emphasise that, under our recommended
approach, a reduction in council rates should occur in relevant areas whether targeted or general rates, given
rates are currently used by some councils to generate landowner funding which we are recommended now be
absorbed by other parties.
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